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Joey Lee - General Manager of Meltwater China

Graduating from The Hong Kong University of Science and 
Technology, Joey has been enabling hundreds of brands 
jumpstarting their PR/Social efforts. Meltwater China’s clients 
include Fortune 500 companies, Foreign brands entering China 
and also Chinese brands going overseas. 

Currently Joey overseas Meltwater’s China operation.

About me
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300+ 
Global offices

50+ 280+ 40,000+
Developers Account 

Managers
Corporate 
Clients

● Best Media Monitoring Software

● Best Media & Influencer Software

● Best PR Analytics Software

● Best Social Media Monitoring Software

Meltwater
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Agenda

Know China’s Market Set Your Plan Activate Your Business

China’s Media 
Landscape

How it differs from 
US Market 

Data Collection

How Meltwater can 
help

Localization

Examples
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China’s Media Landscape

Know the Market
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Landscape of China Social Media

● Over 100 social media platforms

● Diverse functions to meet diverse 
needs:

1. Instant messaging
2. Networking
3. Newsfeed
4. Interest
5. E-commerce
6. Multimedia entertainment
7. Online gaming
8. Knowledge Information

●  In China, Lifestyles = Apps

Know the Market
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China’s Digital Ecosystem is Highly Integrated

DIGITAL COMMERCE PAYMENTS SOCIAL MEDIA VIDEO STREAMING SEARCH

Taobao
China’s biggest mobile 
commerce platform, with 
integrated entertainment 
and social features
Tmall
China’s largest third-party 
platform for brands and 
retailers

~75%-80% share

JD
A direct sales 
e-commerce platform, JD 
manages such functions 
as merchandising and 
pricing (similar to 
Amazon)

~ 10%-15% share

Sunning, Vipshop, Gome

~ 5%-10% share

Alipay
China’s biggest largest 
online third-party 
payment system with 
more than 500 million 
active users, compared 
with about 12 million for 
Apple Pay

~ 50% share

WeChat Pay
Payments integrated into 
popular messaging app

~ 10%-15% share

Baidu Wallet
Payments system from 
largest search engine

~ 5% share

China UMS, 99bill, China 
PnR
~ 25% share

WeChat 
Messaging app with 
integrated shopping 
features (a much-expanded 
WhatsApp)

~ 1.2 billion MAU

QQ
Popular messaging app 
with a greater focus on 
integrated games/blogging 
(similar to WhatApp)

~ 650 million MAU

Sina Weibo
China’s biggest social 
media platform (Twitter-like 
platform)

~ 500+ million MAU

iQiyi
China’s leading video 
platforms

~ 20% share

Youku

~ 20% share

Tencent Video

~ 15% share

mgtv, Sohu, LeTV

~ 25% share

Baidu
China’s biggest search 
engine (similar to Google)

~ 76% share

Sougou
Search engine

~ 11% share

Shenma
Search engine

~ 5% share

360 search, Bing

~ 8% share

Baidu Alibaba

Tencent Services independent of Baidu, 
Alibaba and Tencent

Know the Market
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Major Social Media Channels in China

Weibo WeChat

Douyin Bilibili RED

Newsfeed, Short video, 
Live-streaming...
Established: 2009
MAU: 500+ million (2019)
User gender: 50%:50%
User age: 18 - 40
Business users: 1.5+ million
Business account fans: 16 billion

Instant messaging, Mini-program
Mobile payment, Short video...
Established: 2011
MAU: 1.2 billion (2019)
User gender: 57%(M):43%(F)
User age: 10-70
Transaction$: 80 million (2019)

Short video, Live-streaming, 
e-commerce...
Established: 2016
MAU: 520+ million (2019)
User gender: 43%(M):57%(F)
User age: 16-65
Categories: 30+ industries, 
270+ sub-categories

Videos, Vlog, Live-streaming...
Established: 2010
MAU: 200+ million(2019)
User gender: 46%(M):54%(F)
User age: 16-45
Daily play: 710 million times
Monthly user engagement: 2.4 
billion

Videos, X-border, e-commerce, 
Live-streaming
Established: 2013
MAU: 100+ million(2019)
User gender: 23%(M):78%(F)
User age: 18-40
Focused categories: skincare, 
cosmetics, fashion, lifestyle...

Know the Market
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How it differ 
from US Market
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Western Shopping Journey

Chinese Shopping Journey

Google
Pinterest
Instagram

Wedding 
websites

Brand 
website

Style 
blogs

Brand 
website Amazon Amazon Amazon Chocolatier 

Websites
Chocolatier 

Website

Search for 
wedding 

favors

Browse for 
inspirations;

Settle on 
chocolates

Search for 
wedding 

gifts;Decide to 
buy cufflinks 

for fiance
Browse for 

cufflinks

Read reviews 
to finalize 

choice
Purchase the 

cufflinks

Search for small 
gift bags and 

wedding 
invitation 

suggestions

Add the 
wedding 

invitations 
and the gift 
bags to the 

cart

Purchase the 
invitations and 
the gift bags

Browse for 
chocolates, 
check types, 

price and 
reviews

Purchase the 
chocolates

TAOBAO/JD.com

Click 
personalized 
landing page. 
Contents are 

based on 
previous activity

See the story 
‘Eight ideas for 

wedding 
favors’;click and 

read the 
embedded links 
to products and 

stores

Post a question to 
the community 

asking what 
people buy for 

wedding favors; 
receive responses 

within minutes

Purse a 
suggestion for 
chocolates and 

chat with a 
merchant to find 

out more

Select specialty 
chocolates and 
small bags; add 
items to favorites

Join a brand’s fan 
party on 
Tmall,browse the 
brand’s latest 
collection and decide 
to order cufflinks for 
fiance

Get notified for a 
live-streaming show 
hosted by a favorite 
celebrity; click to 
watch and order the 
featured perfume 
while watching

Add all items to the 
basket and purchase 
with a one-click;follow 
the delivery via the app

Online searching Online shopping Online exploring

Shopping Journey
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Planning stages

Set Your Plan
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Data Collection 1. Analyze your target market in China

Understand what your Chinese consumers want
To assess the different Chinese cultural 
environments to learn and understand customers’ 
values, motives, and practices, elusive trends, You 
can leverage consumer research like:

- Consumer panel in China
- Market survey
- Sentiment analysis & social listening
- Ethnographic research

Understand your brand capabilities on the Chinese 
market
It is vital that brand message needs to highlight the 
rationale about why they should choose your brand. 
Thus, You can leverage consumer research and China 
market entry study  to define or redefine your brand 
strength: 

- Market sizing
- Market potential in China
- Feasibility study

Understand how each local or foreign competitor is 
positioning its brand in China
To build a unique positioning that stands out from the 
competition, it is essential to understand the chessboard of 
other brands on the Chinese market and their respective 
positioning. You can leverage market analysis in China like:

- Competitive benchmarking
- Market report 
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● Differentiation

Narrative that includes your brand 
promise and consumers’ rationale

● Memorability

A phrase that captures the core of 
your brand positioning in China

● Values

Long term, big picture, idea of 
what you want to achieve

Vision

Data Collection 2. Assessing the potential of your brand image in China

Tagline Statement

A vision is a description that informs 
and inspires the company from within. 
It is a statement that gives meaning to 
employees about the how and why of 
your business. While the vision can be 
shared with the customers, the main 
objective of corporate vision is to 
guide the internal operations of the 
company. 

The tagline acts as a clever punchline 
to create a memorable brand image. 
Short and powerful, this is by what 
your customers would recognize you 
first. The ultimate goal of the tagline is 
customer-to-brand association and 
memorability.

The statement should be a concise 
sentence to describe what your brand 
does in the context of a goal 
differentiation. However, it should be 
long enough to convey emotion and 
distinguish what the company offers.
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Data Collection 3. Crafting your message house to deliver your China marketing message

Message houses are a simple but effective tool to ensure 
that your teams keep consistency in their China marketing 
message across different channels.

The messaging house is a format used to develop your 
China marketing message by focusing on your vision and 
the core message and the proof points that support them. 
Building up a message house makes it easier for all 
marketing functions to stay on track when developing 
marketing materials, as it provides the underlying 
construct for all messaging about your product or service.

Message House
6 Essentials when you Deliver the Message

Point 1: Localized

Point 2: Responsive & Flexible

Point 3: Understandable & Consistent

Point 4: Actionable & Measurable

Point 5:  Innovative

Point 6: Professional 
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Data Collection 3. Market your brand image in China

Strengthening one’s brand image requires acutely targeted 
communication campaigns and the need to pick the right channels 
to deliver your China marketing message.  To better understand 
how efficiently your branding activity are rolled out, a data-driven 
monitoring tool is required to help answer these questions. 

Here is the package of data that your need to get to holistically 
understand and evaluate your branding performance:

1. News volume & Social buzz
2. Media reach of news
3. Brand image health
4. User engagement of social media
5. Influencer performance & positioning
6. Live-streaming vs. Sales volume
7. Competitors’ activities
8. Market trend

Functions that Meltwater can help 
with: 

1. Media monitoring

2. Social listening

3. Influencer positioning

4. 24-hour alarming 

5. Competitive analysis

6. Other reportings
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Set Your Plan How Meltwater can Help

Stay on top of your own brand and market trend 
by:

- Real-time media monitoring across channels
- Brand sentiment detection
- Snapshot of trending themes 
- Negative news alarm
- Reporting service (regular, ad-hoc)
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Set Your Plan How Meltwater can Help

Find the influencers that are suitable for your 
brand by:

- Reviewing their promotion activities
- Measuring their promotion performance
- Understanding their fans’ images
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Set Your Plan How Meltwater can Help

Leverage the data to better manage your products 
by:

- Positioning the relevant influencer for promotion
- Product sales trend
- User engagement & images
- Contents creation ideas
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Activate Your Business

Activate Your Business
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Localization

Build a Platform Choose an Outlet Create contents

Building a Chinese version of your 
company’s website or hosting your 
content on a chosen platform should be 
one of the first steps of your localization 
strategy.

Localizing in China means putting your 
content in the places where your 
customers will see it and engage with it. 

There are many ways to digitise your 
content. Depending on what form of 
business you are in, you can explore the 
following channels that are super easy to 
setup or outsource.

Channels include:
1. Website
2. Wechat Account
3. Ecommerce Store

Key Steps to Follow Through

Content marketing is at the heart of most 
successful digital marketing campaigns in 
localization strategy. With China’s distinct 
ecosystem and the reinforcement of the 
Great Firewall, all content needs to be 
tailored to fit Chinese platforms and 
searching algorithms.

You can either:

1. Hire a local team to run your brand
2. Hire an agency to distribute your 

product with right content strategy

It’s important to familiarize yourself with 
the major social media platforms in 
China and understand how brands use 
them to market their business. Key 
opinion leaders (KOLs) also play an 
important role in social media marketing 
for brand promotion.

Depends on the type of business you are 
operating in.

B2C :  Choose RED, Weibo, Douyin as 
the primary platform

B2B: Choose Zhihu, Wechat 
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Examples Oatly

Brand name: OATLY

Established: 1990s

Origin: A swedish research from 
Lund University

Product: Oat milk

Patent: enzyme technology 
copies nature’s own process and 
turns fiber rich oats into 
nutritional liquid food that is 
perfectly designed for humans

Year of entering China: 2018

OATLY’s Marketing Strategy in China

Offline (BTL)

- Partnership with over 
3,000 local cafes

- Cross over with local 
popular tea brands

Online (ATL)

- Open online shop on 
major China e-commerce 
platforms

- Invite local KOLs for 
promotion on social media
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Examples Tim Hortons

Brand name: Tim Hortons (Tims)

Established: 1964

Origin: Ontario, Canada

Product: Coffee & Desserts

Features: a broad range of 
consumer tastes, with a menu 
that includes premium coffee, 
hot and cold specialty drinks 
with lower prices

Year of entering China: 2019

Tim Horton’s Marketing Strategy in China

Offline (BTL)

- Launch over 100 chain 
stores in different regions 
across China

- Lower pricing for combo 
purchase than local 
competitors

Online (ATL)

- Launch WeChat 
mini-program for direct 
order

- Partnership with local 
fast-delivery platforms to 
merge with offline business
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Examples RIOJA WINE 

Rioja Wine had zero digital presence in China and were looking to expand 
their business to the Chinese market. They started expanding by using 
localization strategy, like developing a local branding strategy, revamping 
their marketing materials, and building a Chinese website. Rioja worked on 
their local SEO strategy and launched a mobile campaign including a Rioja 
map contest via WeChat and an O2O wine tasting campaign. The results 
generated a lot of interest and engagement on Chinese social media 
platforms to strengthen the brands’ reputation in China.

 Chinese website  WeChat official account  User engagement 
activity
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● Meltwater’s media monitoring tool helps brand learn the full picture of its media trend

● Always know the top news 
driving the brand’s story

● Channels breakdown takes 
brand into its 
communication efficacy.

● Trending themes let brand 
quickly know how its brand 
image is reflected by media 
contents.
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● Meltwater’s KOL Analytics Platform (KAP) helps brand select the right influencer to 
promote its product from the massive data. 

● Check KOLs’ profiles and identify their 
relevance to your brand based on their 
promoted contents of category.

● Evaluate contents quality directly from the 
KOL index resulting from their creativity, 
activation and user engagement.

● If put in a dilemma when several KOLs look 
suitable,  then determine the final person 
that falls into your budget. 

 

Considering RIOJA was just setting its footprint in 
China’s market, selecting the KOL with wider 
influence around the social media would help RIOJA 
receive brand awareness more efficiently. Thus, the 
2nd KOL would be more suitable at current stage.
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● Meltwater’s KAP also helps brand understand how to better deliver the message to its 
consumers more precisely.

● Know how social buzz goes around by 
influencers

● Check the consistency of the messages 
delivered by brand vs. the discussion 
talked by consumers

● Look into consumer images (gender, 
age, geographic, interest…)
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● Know Your Consumers

● Understand the Market

● Localize Your Contents

● Choose the Right Channel

● Make Your Brand Strong

If you have any interest of our product or questions regarding 
to your branding strategy into China Market, please scan 
below QR code via WeChat or send an email to: 
stacey.ma@meltwater.com to contact our China Partnership 
Manager Stacey for more information.

mailto:stacey.ma@meltwater.com

